Jhou lab directions:

We are in the Drug Discovery Building, at 70 President St in Downtown Charleston:

When you enter our building, take the elevators to the 2nd floor. When you get out, you will have two options:

1. Visit the Lab (Room DD221). Turn left, and then immediately turn left again. Go through the double doors. Our lab is the first door on the left after the freight elevator. If door is locked – knock loudly!
2. Visit my office (Room DD203). Turn right, then immediately turn right again. My office is the first door on the left.

You can also reach us at:

1. Lab: 843-876-2268.
2. Office: 843-876-2290
3. Web: [jhoulab.org](http://jhoulab.org) (the website has all our phone numbers, and a link to this instruction sheet).

Thank you for visiting!

- Tom Jhou